Maximum satis ability (MAX-SAT) is an extension of satis ability (SAT), in which a partial solution is sought that satis es the maximum number of clauses in a logical formula. Enumerative methods giving guaranteed optimal solutions can be derived from traditional search algorithms used to solve SAT problems, in particular the Davis-Putnam procedure. Algorithms have also been developed for the maximal constraint satisfaction problem (MAX-CSP), a generalization of MAX-SAT, that are extensions of search algorithms used to solve constraint satisfaction problems. In the present work, these algorithms were compared over the same sets of problems, using comparable implementations. In addition, variants of each algorithm were tested to determine the contribution of component strategies that often make up a working algorithm. The componential analysis was done using traditional multi-factor experimental designs in which the e ect of di erent strategies could be studied at the same time that problem parameters were varied. Most of this work was done with MAX-2SAT problems, although Davis-Putnam variants were also tested with MAX-3SAT.
Introduction
Satis ability (SAT) is a problem of central importance in such areas as complexity theory and arti cial intelligence. Maximum satis ability (MAX-SAT), a This material is based on work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. IRI-9207633 generalization of satis ability, is concerned with the maximumnumber of clauses that can be satis ed in a logical expression. This problem has applications in connection with consistency maintenance in expert systems and logic databases HJ90].
In the past decade, study of the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) has become an important area of arti cial intelligence, with applications in scheduling, con guration problems, pattern recognition and truth maintenance. The constraint satisfaction problem is a generalization of the satis ability problem in that the range of possible values is not limited to 0 and 1 and more than one set of values may be possible for di erent variables. Recently, researchers in this area have begun to consider the maximal constraint satisfaction problem (MAX-CSP), a corresponding generalization of the MAX-SAT problem. Algorithms and heuristics have been developed for MAX-CSP, using branch and bound methods with elaborations of basic CSP algorithms FW92]; WF93] .
In light of these developments, it seems worthwhile to test algorithms that have been developed in the context of CSPs in the more specialized area of satis ability. In particular, it would be interesting to know how they compare with algorithms, such as Davis-Putnam, that were developed speci cally for SAT problems.
A second theme of this paper is the experimental analysis of algorithms. In this connection, an important aspect of the present work is the use of factorial experiments to evaluate di erences in performance related to di erent algorithms and components of algorithms and to problem parameters such as clause:variable ratio. This kind of analysis is carried out with the help of standard statistical techniques like the analysis of variance (ANOVA). The ANOVA approach allows us to consider di erences among algorithms and problems in a single experimental context and to discover interactions between these two factors.
Factorial methods can identify average di erences that are potentially important. But they do not allow us to examine the distribution of performance of an algorithm on a set of problems of a particular type. In the present work we have used several methods to address this problem, including scaler measures such as variance and skew, frequency histograms and cumulated frequency functions.
Section 2 discusses the relation between SAT problems and CSPs, showing how the former were translated into the latter so CSP algorithms could be used. Section 3 describes the CSP algorithms used in this study as well as variable ordering heuristics. Section 4 describes variants of the Davis-Putnam procedure used in the present work. Section 5 gives experimental details. Section 6 presents results of experiments on random MAX-2SAT problems and some comparisons for non-random problems. Section 7 presents results with Davis-Putnam variants for MAX-3SAT problems. Section 8 gives conclusions.
SAT problems and CSPs.
A CSP consists of a set of variables, v 1 , v 2 , ... v n , each with an associated set of values that it may take on. The latter is referred to as the domain of the variable. In the present work, we are only concerned with problems that have nite domains. In addition, a set of relations is stipulated, called the constraints, each of which involves a subset of the variables. For nite CSPs the constraints are often expressed extensionally, i.e., as a set of acceptable (or unacceptable) tuples, although in some cases a rule can be speci ed, e.g., the value for variable v i must be greater than the value for variable v j . For an ordinary CSP, a solution is an assignment of values to variables that satis es all constraints. A solution to a MAX-CSP is an assignment that satis es a maximal number of constraints.
A SAT problem can be expressed in these terms. Suppose the expression to be satis ed is written in conjunctive normal form; for our purposes we can assume that the propositions in each disjunct are atomic. These propositions are, of course, CSP variables, each having the same two-valued domain, f0, 1g. Each clause of the expression, (P 1 V P 2 V ... V P k ), represents a constraint between variables P 1 , P 2 , ... P k . Expressed extensionally, these constraints have the property that all tuples belonging to the Cartesian product D 1 X D 2 X .. X D k are acceptable except the one composed entirely of 0's. SAT problems have the additional property that a variable, P i , can occur in either of two forms, called positive and negative literals. The rst may be written P i , the second ?P i . They can be represented in the corresponding CSP in either of two ways:
(i) P i and ?P i can be considered separate variables with a constraint between them of the form, f(0, 1), (1, 0)g.
(ii) a clause with a negative literal, ?P i , can be transformed into a constraint that includes P i , where the values for this variable are "switched" from 0 to 1 or vice versa. For example, while the clause (P 1 V P 2 ) is represented by the constraint, (P 1 , P 2 ): (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1), the clause (?P 1 V P 2 ) is represented by the constraint, (P 1 , P 2 ): (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)
by transforming the rst value in each pair into the 'opposite' value, e.g., (0, 1) becomes (1, 1). If such transformations produce two or more constraints with the same variables, these may be merged by intersecting the sets of tuples. In the present example this yields (P 1 , P 2 ): (0, 1), (1, 1).
Since the latter representation yields a simpler CSP, it has been used in the present work. Figure 1 shows an example of the transformation of a SAT problem into a CSP. The CSP is shown as a constraint graph, with variables represented as nodes and constraints as arcs between nodes.
Algorithms that operate on SAT problems in their usual clausal form return the same number of violations for optimal solutions as CSP algorithms operating on the problems in the form of CSPs. This is primarily because, for a set of disjuncts based on the same set of variables, any truth assignment will falsify at most one disjunct. Since the translation just described preserves the violation, the resulting CSP constraint is also violated by that assignment. Since intersecting constraints based on the same variables cannot introduce value tuples not present before intersection, the violation is preserved by this operation. Hence, the number of constraint violations is equal to the number of unsatis ed clauses in the original SAT problem.
3 Algorithms for (Binary) MAX-CSPs.
CSP algorithms can be divided into two major classes. Retrospective algorithms test values chosen from successive domains against those already chosen. These include the basic backtracking algorithm and other algorithms, such as backjumping and backmarking Gas77] , that use more sophisticated strategies to avoid redundant tests. Prospective algorithms test successive values against the 'future' variables, i.e., those that have not been assigned a value, in order to delete values that are inconsistent with values already selected. The best known prospective algorithm is forward checking HE80], which 'looks' only at constraints between the variable being instantiated and future variables; other prospective algorithms perform more extensive consistency tests among future variables to produce domain subsets consistent with the present partial solution. Although these algorithms can be used to solve the general CSP problem, they are best suited for solving networks of binary constraints. In this paper, therefore, only problems with binary constraints will be considered in connection with CSP algorithms.
The MAX-CSP algorithms discussed in this paper are extensions of standard CSP algorithms, and are based on depth-rst search with backtracking. Since they are branch and bound algorithms, they use a cost function related to constraint failure; this is simply the number of violated constraints in the solution, called the distance from a complete solution. This number is compared with the distance of the best solution found so far to determine whether the current value can be included in the present partial solution. The distance of this best solution is, therefore, an upper bound on the allowable cost, while the distance of the current partial solution is an elementary form of lower bound (i.e., the cost of a solution that includes the values chosen so far cannot be less than the current distance). The basic branch and bound algorithm is shown in Figure  2 . This is the skeleton for the two algorithms to be described here: branch and bound versions of the retrospective algorithm, backmarking, and the prospective algorithm, forward checking FW92]; SH81].
Backmarking (Figure 3 ) saves information about inconsistencies encountered earlier in search, for each value tested. It also saves information about previous levels of backtracking to determine whether the inconsistency information is still current. Three kinds of information are kept for each value: the levels of search where the rst and last inconsistencies were found, and the number of inconsistencies within this range. (For ordinary CSPs it is only necessary to record the level of the rst failure, since consistency checking can stop at this point.) In addition, for each variable, the highest level reached by search since that variable was last assigned a value is recorded.
Pseudocode for backmarking is shown in Figure 3 . Before testing a value for consistency, backmarking checks whether search has backed up into the range of failure bracketed by Firstfail and Lastfail. If it has, then consistency checking Figure 3) . Otherwise, the bound N is compared with the current distance plus the value stored in Inconsistencies. If the sum is N the value can be discarded at once. If the sum is < N, the corresponding value in Inconsistencies is added to the current distance before consistency checking, which begins immediately after the level stored in Lastfail (second call to subroutine check in Figure 3) .
A partial trace of backmarking is shown in Figure 4 for the sample problem from the last section. In this case variables are tested in lexical order, so the level of search is the same as the variable name, and the order of value assignment is 0, 1. (The upper bound, N, is initially set to 'in nity'.) The rst set of assignments produces four inconsistencies. For example, value 0 for variable 1 is inconsistent with 0 for variable 2, while 0 for variable 3 is inconsistent with 0 for variable To see how this information is used, suppose that value 1 of variable 3 is considered later in search and that search did not back up far enough since this value was last considered to make the information in the arrays invalid. At this point the value of Inconsistencies 3,1] (1) would be added to the distance. If this sum is not less than the upper bound, the value can be discarded without checking. Otherwise, no checking is necessary since level 2 is just above the current level. lower bound calculation is performed based on the count associated with a and the minimum count in each future domain. Figure 6 shows a partial trace for forward checking for the sample problem, when variables are instantiated in lexical order, and values tested in the order 0, 1. First, variable 1 is assigned 0, and the domains of variables 2 and 3 are checked against this value. Since 0 is inconsistent with 0 for variables 2 and 3, the count for 0 is incremented for each domain. Before 0 is chosen for Variable 2, a lower bound is calculated from the distance, d, plus the count associated with this new value, plus the sum of the minimum counts for all other future domains. In this case the bound is 1, which is less than N. When 0 is chosen as the value for Variable 2, its count is added to the distance, so d is now 1. Next, the domain of Variable 3 is checked against this value, and the count for 1 is incremented. When 0 is chosen for Variable 3, its count is added to d, which is now 2. Choosing 0 for Variable 4 increases d by 2. Hence, the distance for solution (0, 0, 0,0) is 4, and N is set to 4. The value 1 is chosen next for Variable 4; since its count is 0, d = 2. This is, therefore, the distance for the solution (0, 0, 0, 1), so N is set to 2. Before 1 is chosen for variable 3, the lower bound is calculated, giving 2, which is equal to N. Hence, the value 1 is discarded before being assigned. Search then backs up and continues at Variable 2. The procedures just described can be combined with heuristics for selecting the next variable at each stage of search. Two problem parameters have been found important in this connection: (i) the number of constraints that a variable is involved in, (ii) the number of constraints that a variable has with variables that are already instantiated. In both cases, the heuristic is to choose a variable that maximizes the value of the parameter, for instance, choose as the next variable the one with the most constraints. These parameters can be referred to the constraint graph associated with the problem. In these terms, the heuristic based on the rst parameter is to choose an uninstantiated variable with the maximum degree in the constraint graph. The second heuristic depends on a quantity termed the width at a node, de ned as the number of arcs between a node and its predecessors in an ordering of the nodes of a graph Fre82]. For retrospective algorithms, this heuristic is even more e ective when used together with other heuristics that break ties in maximum width WF93].
The heuristics just described depend on properties of the problem that do not change during search, so variables are sorted once. Hence, these are called xed, preorder heuristics. Other ordering heuristics are based on parameters whose values change during search. The best-known method of dynamic ordering is to choose a variable with the smallest current domain size. This can be used with forward checking, since values in future domains are deleted if they incur a su cient number of inconsistencies.
4 Davis-Putnam.
Davis-Putnam Variants.
The Davis-Putnam algorithm is a form of backtrack search that is specialized for solving satis ability problems. As originally described, it consists of the following procedures, given a formula in quanti er-free form Lov68]: These steps are applied iteratively. For example, if the subproblems generated by the Splitting Rule include unit clauses, these problems can in turn be reduced by applying the Unit Clause Rule. (For brevity, the expression "unit clause" is often used to refer to a unit open clause, i.e., a clause that has only one uninstantiated literal at some point in search.)
Many references state that the Unit Clause Rule is highly e ective. For the Pure Literal Rule the situation is not so clear. According to one source, for SAT problems the improvement due to this technique does not justify the e ort involved MSL92] In preliminary tests we found that performance was degraded when this rule was added to the enhancements described below. To understand this result, it is important to note that for MAX-SAT problems, instantiating a pure literal in the unit clauses does not mean that one can ignore the other assignment. This is because reducing the clauses containing this variable that are not unit open clauses may entail an eventual increase in distance that is greater than that incurred by an assignment that makes the unit open clauses based on this variable false. Performance was actually degraded because the usual procedure of instantiating pure literals as they arise deviated from systematic search, which in the present case was done in the same manner as when the Pure Literal Rule was not used, following the use of this rule. Any reduction of search by nding a better solution sooner was overwhelmed by this e ect. For this reason, the Pure Literal Rule was not used in the main experiments. Figure 7 shows the basic form of the Davis-Putnam procedure as implemented in the present work. In this variant only the Splitting Rule is used, together with constraint propagation. This strategy is similar to that of forward checking, except that clauses are restricted rather than domains.
For MAX-2SAT problems, three enhancements of the basic Davis-Putnam procedure were considered. The rst was the Unit Clause Rule just described. The second was an elaboration of this rule in which the next variable chosen for instantiation is one that is in the most unit (open) clauses (cf. DABC95]). The third is a lower bound calculation involving unit open clauses HJ87]. For each uninitialized variable, the number of unit clauses with positive literals based on this variable and the number with negative literals are both counted. The minimum of these two counts gives the minimum number of clauses that will be violated by any instantiation of this variable. The sum of all such minima, for variables in unit clauses, can be added to the current distance to give a more e ective lower bound.
For MAX-3SAT problems, we considered similar enhancements. The rst was the in-most-units heuristic. The second was an elaboration of this rule for k-SAT, the most-shortest-clause heuristic: for the next variable choose one that is in the most shortest clauses, where the clauses are those reduced by earlier simpli cations. For k-SAT, this is reasonably e ective in pruning the search tree and incurs less overhead than other heuristics DABC95]. The third enhancement was the method of extended lower bound calculations described above for MAX-2SAT problems.
Davis-Putnam with Logical Conclusions Analysis.
We also considered enhancements of the Davis-Putnam procedure with portions of the "logical conclusions algorithm" (LCA) of HJM86]. This has been incorporated into the Davis-Putnam framework for MAX-2SAT by HJ87] (steps 8 and 10 of their SAM algorithm). LCA operates on a set of binary relations that are based on Boolean variables. These relations have the form: l(v i ) l(v j ) = 0 meaning that a given conjunction of literals based on variables v i and v j is false. These relations are converted into pairs of implications, e.g., ?v i v j = 0, which is equivalent to v i V ?v j = 1 is converted to (?v i {> ?v j ), (v j {> v i ). In the latter form, the set of relations can be organized into an "implication graph", i.e., a directed graph, G, whose nodes correspond to literals and whose arcs correspond to logical implications APT79].
The strong components of the graph are then found using an algorithm described by Tar72]. These components are subgraphs of G in which there is a path between each pair of nodes; this means that each of the corresponding literals is implied by the other. Two types of logical conclusion can be derived immediately from these strong components:
1. (contradiction) If a strong component contains both literals associated with a variable, then the set of binary relations has a contradiction, 2. (identi cation) In a strong component, a pair of literals with the same sign implies that the corresponding variables must be assigned the same truth value for the set of relations to be satis ed. Conversely, for a pair of literals with the opposite sign, the corresponding variables must be assigned di erent truth values. A third logical conclusion requires further manipulation of the implication graph. First, the reduced graph, GR, is derived from the strong components. Each node in GR is associated with a strong component of G, and there is an arc from node i to node j of GR i there is an arc from a node in the strong component corresponding to i to a node in the strong component corresponding to j. In a second step, the transitive closure, GRT, of GR is determined JM86].
GRT is used to derive: 3. ( xation). If there is an arc between two nodes in GRT and these nodes are associated with strong components containing, respectively, two literals based on the same variable, v i , then the value of this variable must be xed: to true if the arc is from ?v i to v i , to false if the arc is from v i to ?v i .
LCA can be used for MAX-2SAT by employing the same unit-clause counts used to calculate a lower bound for the distance of a complete assignment HJ87] These methods were incorporated into our Davis-Putnam implementation as follows. At each level of search, contradictions and xations were rst tested. Failure caused immediate backtracking; otherwise, the requisite xations and clause reductions were done before the next instantiation. After either instantiation of the next variable, identi cations were checked, with requisite xations and clause reductions before going to the next level of search.
5 Experimental Methodology.
Problem generation.
Random SAT problems were generated with a version of the program available from Bell Laboratories (mw , written by B. Selman). This generates xed-clause SAT problems with clause-length (constraint arity), number of variables, and number of clauses speci ed by the user. In the output from this program variables are denoted by integers (absolute values), literals by signed integers, and clauses are lists of signed integers in parentheses. This was easily transformed into our usual CSP format, which also uses successive integers starting with 1 to represent variables. The original generator does not check that all k variables speci ed by the user are included in the problem and does not check for duplicate clauses. Since the latter is a fairly serious problem for 2-SAT problems with high clause:variable ratios, the program was revised to generate a speci ed number of unique clauses. On the other hand, even for the lowest ratio, most problems included all variables speci ed, so this feature was not revised Random 2-SAT problems had 25, 50, 75 or 100 variables. For 25-variable problems the clause:variable ratio was either 2:1, 4:1, 8:1, 16:1 or 32:1. This covers most of the range of interest in the present context. For 50-variable problems the ratio was either 2:1 or 4:1. For larger problems it was 2:1. Random 3-SAT problems had 25 variables, with ratios of 6:1 or 10:1, and 50 variables with ratios of 5:1 or 6:1.
Each sample had 100 problems. These were always the rst 100 generated that were not satis able. Except for the 25-variable problems with 2:1 clause:variable ratios, satis able problems were rare, so only a few more than the sample size needed to be tested. This selection procedure was followed to improve experimental control. If a problem is satis able, search can stop at once when a solution is found, while nding an optimal solution to an unsatis able problem requires examining the entire search tree. If samples had varying numbers of satis able and unsatis able problems, performance di erences would be partly due to a factor other than e ciency on MAX-SAT problems.
In addition to random problems, 2-SAT problems were generated according to the scheme of the duboisxx.cnf problems in the DIMACS benchmarks series (with a program based on gensatexp.c by Dubois). This was done to compare algorithms on highly structured problems, that were very di erent from problems in the main experiments and designed to be di cult for algorithms that did not employ procedures tailored to the problem structure.
In these problems each pair of variables appeared in three clauses. In the rst group of problems all but one of these clause 'triads' had the following form: (i j), (?i j), (i ?j). The last triad had the form: (?i ?j), (?i j), For all these problems, the single optimal solution was the assignment of 1 to each variable, which gave one clause (constraint) violation. Since the value ordering used in all these experiments was 0,1 this should make these problems fairly hard. In addition, two other pairs of problems were generated with more clause-triads of the second type (Figure 8 , b and c). These had the same optimal solution, with optimal distances of 9 or 18 (proportional to the number of variables).
Algorithms and Heuristics.
In these experiments backmarking and forward checking were tested after ordering the variables in the following ways (hence, order did not change during search): (1) lexical order, i.e., by successive integers (for randomly generated problems this is essentially a random ordering), (2) maximum degree, i.e., choose the most constrained variable, or the variable of largest degree in the constraint graph, (3) maximum width at a node, i.e., choose as the next variable the one sharing the most constraints with those already chosen, (4) maximum degree, with ties broken by maximum width (degree/width), (5) maximum width, with ties broken by maximum degree (width/ degree). In addition, forward checking with dynamic search rearrangement was tested, using these ordering heuristics:
(1) minimum domain size, (2) maximum width at a node with ties broken by minimum domain size (width/domain). In all cases, ties were resolved by choosing according to lexical order. The six variants tested with MAX-2SAT problems were based on the unit clause heuristics described in Section 4 together with the lower bound calculation, which could be added to any of the former. They were: (1) splitting only (simple backtracking), (2) splitting and unit clause rule (choose a variable that is in at least one unit open clause), (3) splitting and the in-most-unit-clause heuristic, (4) splitting with lower bound calculation (unit open clause information was used to calculate bounds but not to choose the next variable during search), (5) splitting, unit clause rule and lower bound calculation, (6) splitting, in-most-unit-clause heuristic and lower bound calculation.
For MAX-3SAT, ve variants were used: (3) splitting with the in-most-unitclause heuristic, (4) splitting with lower bound calculation, (6) splitting, inmost-unit-clause heuristic and lower bound calculations, (7) splitting and the in-most-shortest clause heuristic, (8) splitting, in-most-shortest-clause heuristic and lower bound calculations.
In addition to: lexical ordering of variables, the following xed preorder heuristics were tested with Davis-Putnam: (1) maximum degree of a node in the constraint graph (the degree of variable v i is equal to the number of distinct variables other than v i in its disjuncts), (2) maximum width at a node, (3) maximum number of clauses that a variable occurs in, (4) maximum clauses with ties broken by maximum width, (5) maximum width with ties broken by maximum clauses.
The three kinds of logical conclusion were tested as follows in combination with the lower bound calculation already described: (1) contradiction alone, (2) contradiction plus xation, (3) contradiction, xation and identi cation. Each of these was tested with simple backtracking and with the in-most-unit-clause heuristic, as well as lexical ordering and preordering based on inclusion in the maximum number of clauses.
The full set of variants for each algorithm was tested with the smallest problems (25 variables, 200 clauses). For larger problems, only the best variants from the runs with smaller problems were used, as noted in Section 6.
Measuring Performance.
Of the measures commonly used to assess performance of CSP algorithms, two can be used to compare CSP and Davis-Putnam algorithms. The rst is the number of times that the algorithm backs up from a node after testing all values, called a backtrack, which is a measure of the search tree. Since for MAX-SAT and MAX-CSP, the entire search tree must be at least implicitly examined, this measures is usually identical with the number of node expansions. Since the two are identical for the algorithms considered here, this measure is referred to as node expansions. The second measure is run time. This was obtained with the get-internal-run-time feature of Common Lisp. (In contrast to the benchmark tests, these times do not include reading in the problem and setting up basic data structures.)
An important performance measure for CSP algorithms is the number of constraint checks. A constraint check is a test of whether a pair of values, each from a separate domain, is included in the constraint between their variables.
For example, if the pair (0 0) drawn from the domains of P i and P j was tested for inclusion in their constraint, say (0 0) (0 1), this would be a (successful) constraint check. For Davis-Putnam algorithms the number of clause reductions was also counted. A clause reduction occurs whenever instantiating a variable makes a literal false, so the latter can be removed from a clause for purposes of testing satis ability. 
Implementation Notes.
Experiments were run on a DEC Alpha (DEC3000 M300LX). Algorithms were coded in Common Lisp, using Lispworks by Harlequin. To check validity, means and standard deviations for optimal distances were compared for all algorithms run on each set of problems. When the variable ordering was the same, solutions obtained from di erent algorithms were cross-checked.
Experimental Design and Analysis.
In the experiments with random problems an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test the statistical signi cance of di erences due to algorithms and problem characteristics. In these analyses algorithms or other program variations was treated as a separate factor, with problem sets 'repeated' on it. Analyses were done on log-transformed data to reduce di erences in variance among samples.
If the e ect of algorithms in the ANOVA was signi cant, individual algorithms were compared using Tukey's q test for nonorthogonal pairwise comparisons Kir82].
6 Results: MAX-2SAT Problems.
6.1 Davis-Putnam Variants.
6.1.1 Random (25-variable) problems.
The rst experiments with Davis-Putnam algorithms were done without preordering heuristics. In these experiments unit clause heuristics and lower bound calculations both enhanced performance when added to the basic branch and bound ( Figure 9, Table 1 ). For the lowest clause:variable ratio either unit clause heuristic was e ective, although the in-most-unit-clause heuristic was somewhat better than simply choosing a variable in at least one unit clause. For higher ratios only the in-most-unit-clause heuristic improved on backtracking. Lower bound calculation improved performance at all clause:variable ratios. As the number of clauses increased, it became increasingly more e ective than the unit clause heuristics. In addition, for higher ratios, adding unit clause heuristics to lower bound calculations had a negligible e ect on search e ciency. For very high ratios the overhead required to determine the variable in the most unit clauses reduced the overall e ciency (Table 1 ).
In the ANOVA for nodes searched the factors representing algorithm and number of clauses were both statistically signi cant beyond the 0.001 level. The interaction between these factors was also signi cant beyond the 0.001 level, re ecting the di erent patterns of performance for problems with di erent clause:variable ratios.
Qualitatively, di erences in clause reductions paralleled di erences in search nodes expanded to a marked degree. The number of clause reductions relative to nodes searched increased as the clause:variable ratio increased. For problems with 2:1 ratios, there were about 2 clause reductions per node searched for each algorithm. For problems with 8:1 ratios there were 6-8. Preordering heuristics were not e ective when used with unit clause heuristics. This is not surprising, since, with clause reduction, unit clause heuristics lead to dynamic search rearrangement that would tend to override an initial ordering. However, when the two variants that did not include unit clause heuristics were tested with preordering, performance improved dramatically. In fact, when a preordering heuristic was used together with lower bound calculations, the resulting algorithm was better than the variants that incorporated unit clause strategies for all clause:variable ratios greater than 2:1 (Figure 10 ). Ordering related to number of constraints, either by degree in the constraint graph or by maximum number of clauses, produced more consistent improvement than ordering based on width at a node (Figure 10 ). Number of clauses was somewhat better than degree, perhaps because it also re ects the tightness of individual constraints. Since it is also easier to compute, it appears to be the most useful preordering heuristic among those tested. Conjunctive heuristics based on clause and width ordering were not uniformly better than these heuristics used alone, when applied to the 25-variable problems (50-200 clauses). Width/clause was somewhat better than width, while clause/width was slightly worse than maximum number of clauses
Davis-Putnam with Logical Conclusions Analysis.
Some results for Davis-Putnam algorithms incorporating various components of the logical conclusions algorithm are shown in Figure 11 (comparable results were found with 25-variable problems with 50 and 200 clauses). Of the three types of logical inference, only xation was e ective during search, when lower bounds were also calculated as in the previous algorithms. Under these conditions, detecting logical contradiction had no e ect on the number of nodes searched. Inspection of traces during search in which contradictions were agged along with a display of the current lower and upper bounds showed that whenever a contradiction of this sort was found, the lower bound was great enough to cut o search. No exceptions were noted in hundreds of observations made for three complete runs. (A run with a highly structured type of problem gave the same result.) In addition, logical identi cations were found to be redundent with logical xations.
Logical xation was consistently e ective in cutting down the search space, above and beyond the restriction due to lower bounds (Figure 11a) . The effect was greatest for problems with fewer clauses. With initial lexical ordering (25-variable problems) there was a 75% reduction at the 2:1 ratio, a 25% reduction at the 4:1 ratio, a 2% reduction at the 8:1 ratio, and a 0.3% reduction at the 16:1 ratio. Evidently, performance of these two algorithms converges with increasing clause:variable ratio. Interestingly, performance with logical xation was also improved by the preordering heuristic previously shown to be e ective in connection with lower bound calculations. Using this heuristic, data were collected for 50-variable, 100-clause problems. Node expansions were reduced by 50% when xation was added to lower bound calculations, the same degree of improvement found for 25-variable problems when this form of preordering was used.
Unfortunately, search tree reduction was achieved with considerable overhead, so that total run time was much greater than for the variant that used only lower bound calculations (Figure 11b ). This nding may be partly dependent on the present implementation. However, it is likely that a 2-or 4-fold reduction in search cannot o set the computation necessary to perform logical xation at each node in the search tree.
6.1.3 Structured problems. Note. Problems designated by clause:variable ratio and clause triads that include a clause with two negative literals. 1n means there was one such 'negative triad', setn means there was a larger set of these triads, exn means that 'extra' constraints had this character. "*" means algorithm searched 10 million nodes without nishing.
Results with the highly structured problems described in Section 5 are shown in Table 2 . As a general rule unit clause heuristics and lower bound calculation improved performance. For problems with one 'negative triad' (optimal distance = 1), this improvement was consistent and dramatic. For problems with greater optimal distance (lower half of Table 2 ) the pattern of performance was less clear-cut, with some combination involving lower bound calculation giving the best performance in all cases. In addition, the in-most-unit-clause heuristic was again consistently better than the simple unit clause heuristic when each was used alone, but not when they were used together with lower bound calculation.
For these problems some preordering heuristics are not applicable, since all variables have identical parameter values. In other cases preordering by maximum clauses led to performance decrements that were sometimes orders of magnitude, while width at a node gave results similar to lexical ordering.
6.2 CSP Algorithms.
6.2.1 Random (25-variable) problems.
The most important results of these experiments were, (i) the prospective algorithm forward checking outperformed the retrospective backmarking algorithm, (ii) variable ordering heuristics had a pronounced e ect on performance for both algorithms (Figures 12-13) . The ANOVA for each algorithm indicated that the ordering factor was statistically signi cant beyond the 0.001 level. For backmarking all comparisons with lexical ordering were statistically signi cant. For forward checking, comparisons with lexical ordering were statistically signi cant for all heuristics except dynamic ordering based on domain size. As with MAXCSPs, width was a more e ective ordering heuristic than degree for backmarking, while degree was better for forward checking. (Both di erences were supported by statistical tests.) Comparison of Figures 12 and 13 shows that forward checking is much more e ective than backmarking in cutting down the search space, particularly when performance is not enhanced by a good variable ordering.
One di erence between results for MAX-2SAT problems and those for MAXCSPs is that here conjunctive orderings, especially those based on width, were not superior to orderings based on one heuristic. Perhaps the 2:1 ratio does not give problems with su cient sparseness, but this discrepancy may also re ect di erences between SAT and CSP problems. Another di erence is the poor performance of forward checking with dynamic ordering. Although degree ordering does better than dynamic ordering based on domain size for MAX-CSPs with relatively few constraints, both heuristcs are much better than lexical ordering WF93]. In addition, with MAX-CSPs, as constraint graph density increases Table 2. dynamic ordering becomes better than any xed preordering. This is in marked contrast to the present results, in which dynamic ordering is worse than xed orderings and almost as bad as lexical ordering throughout the range of densities (clause:variable ratios) tested.
Structured problems.
For structured problems both lexical ordering and ordering by width at a node were reasonably e ective. (Table 3 . Here, degree is irrelevant.) Interestingly, the 'synergy' between ordering by maximum width and backmarking found with MAX-CSPs was observed with these problems. In all but one case this heuristic outperformed lexical ordering, and the di erence was often dramatic. With forward checking, there were no consistent di erences. For 25-variable problems the ranking of algorithms for clause:variable ratios greater than 2:1 was: forward checking, Davis-Putnam and backmarking (Figure 14) . There was relatively little di erence in number of search nodes between forward checking and the best Davis-Putnam variant (preordering by maximum clauses, followed by backtracking with lower bound calculation), although a mean di erence in favor of forward checking was found across the range of clause:variable ratios. The di erence between forward checking and the other Davis-Putnam variant (in-most-unit-clause plus lower bound calculation) with respect to nodes searched was more than 2:1 over most of this range. For run times di erences in favor of forward checking were greater.
At 50 variables some trends found with 25-variable problems were much more pronounced (Table 4 ). The most noticeable was the increase in nodes searched by the Davis-Putnam variant using the in-most-unit-clause heuristic as the clause:variable ratio increased. For problems with 100 clauses this form of Davis-Putnam was slightly better than forward checking (the di erence was not statistically signi cant). But for the 200-clause problems the former was almost an order of magnitude worse. On the other hand, the Davis-Putnam variant • DP -m un w. lb using the maximum clause heuristic was almost as good as forward checking. Run times were more disparate, in favor of forward checking. Forward checking was compared with Davis-Putnam using the in-most-unitclause heuristic on problems with the smallest (2:1) clause:variable ratio, with number of variables ranging from 25 to 100 (Figure 15 ). For nodes searched, a di erence in favor of Davis-Putnam was found that increased with problem size. At 75 and 100 variables, the di erence was statistically signi cant (p < 0.001). For problems with 100 variables, there was a 4:1 di erence in favor of Davis-Putnam, that amounted to almost 8 million search nodes per problem. Adding lower bound calculations to the in-most-unit-clause heuristic had only a small e ect. Trends for run time showed a somewhat di erent pattern. On the whole, there was relatively little di erence between forward checking and DavisPutnam when lower bound calculations were performed. However, when lower bound calculations were omitted, Davis-Putnam outperformed forward checking on the larger problems by a factor of 2:1.
Correlations between algorithms for a given set of problems were always positive, but were not generally high (0.2-0.5) for lower densities unless similar ordering heuristics were used (e.g., degree for forward checking and max-clause for Davis-Putnam). In the latter case correlations were 0.8-0.95. In general, correlations increased as clause:variable ratios increased. Table 5 shows the average optimal distances for each set of problems. Of interest is the degree to which number of violations increases with increasing clause:variable ratio, in contrast to the small increase as problems get larger. (Note also the small standard deviations, especially when the average number of violations is large.) 
Analyses of Performance Distributions.
With su ciently large samples of random problems the mean appears to be an adequate summary measure of performance for search algorithms. But given the large variation in performance that is found in experiments like these, it is useful to extend the analysis and consider the range of performance for each algorithm over a class of problems. Rather than concentrating on single measures like the standard deviation, in this section we will present complete distributions of performance and consider ways in which entire distributions can be analyed.
The simplest way to summarize a complete sample distribution is with a frequency histogram. The range of performance is divided into a set of intervals and the number of problems for which a measure, such as number of node expansions, is within a given interval is tallied. In Figures 16 and 17 the number of intervals was set at 10, with an interval size equal to about one tenth of the largest performance value in the sample. Instead of directly re ecting the range of sample values, this division gives a 'decile view' of the distribution, with more conventional values on the abscissa. In some cases modi cations had to be made to accomodate the largest value in the sample. For Backmarking in Figure 16 , this value had to be treated as an outlier, and intervals below it were based on the second largest value. In other instances the upper limit of the last interval on the right was adjusted to accomodate this value.
For 50-variable, 100-clause problems, performance distributions were highly skewed (Figure 16 ). This means that most problems in the sample were relatively easy, but there was a sprinkling of harder problems. Similar distributions were found with the other sets of problems with 2:1 clause:variable ratio, so this seems to be characteristic of problems with low ratios (sparse constraint graphs). Also, degree of skew seems to increase with problem size. This was checked by calculating the coe cient of skewness. For the variant of Davis-Putnam shown in Figure 16 , this coe cient was always positive, and increased with the number of variables. A similar trend was found for forward checking, although it was not as consistent. As the clause:variable ratio increased, skewing became less extreme and more values were found in higher intervals (Figure 17 ). This trend was also noted for backmarking and forward checking.
Whole distributions can also be described by survivorship curves, that show the number of individuals 'surviving' after progressively longer intervals Kre72], here, the number of problems still running after successively longer times. (Comparable curves can be derived for problems still unsolved after a given number of search nodes has been expanded.) Since the decline in survivorship is often exponential over time, survivorship is usually measured on a log scale.
As indicated in Figure 18 , survivorship curves for run time are fairly smooth over most of their range. This suggests that some sort of exponential model for performance distributions is appropriate. For 50-variable, 200-clause problems the slopes are more or less constant for forward checking and Davis-Putnam, which suggests that for these relatively dense problems, the run-time populations are fairly homogeneous. Di erences in mean performance are, therefore, related to characteristics of the overall populations (that could be expressed as di erent time constants), rather than to a special subpopulation in one case, of very hard problems. On the other hand, for problems with low clause:variable ratios, performance distributions are more heterogeneous, with more hard problems than would be expected from the initial slope of the survivorship curve, assuming a simple negative exponential model. 7 MAX-3SAT Problems.
Since the Davis-Putnam algorithm can solve any k-SAT problem, a branch and bound version of Davis-Putnam will obtain an optimal solution to the general MAX-k-SAT problem. In the present work, 3-SAT problems were tested using the in-most-shortest-clause heuristic together with the global lower bound cal- culation used with MAX-2SAT problems. In addition, the in-most-unit-clause heuristic and simple backtracking with lower bound calculations were used as reference points. For 25-variable problems with 150 clauses, the in-most-shortest clause heuristic improved on the in-most-unit-clause heuristic by a small amount, with or without the lower bound calculations (Figure 19 ). Either heuristic alone resulted in better performance than using the lower bound calculation without these heuristics. For problems with a higher clause:variable ratio, some combination of unit clause heuristic and lower bound calculation was required for the best performance. Di erences in mean run time paralleled those for node expansions. The e ectiveness of the clause heuristics, in contrast to lower bound calculations, for problems with fewer clauses parallels ndings with 2-SAT problems. On the other hand, for 3-SAT problems, neither clause heuristics nor lower bound calculations were su cient for superior performance on problems having a greater number of clauses. This contrasts with ndings for 2-SAT problems, where lower bound calculations were e ective without these heuristics.
For these problems, preordering by maximum number of clauses had a negligible e ect on performance when the best heuristic was used together with lower bound calculations. As with the 2-SAT problems, this preordering heuristic had a large e ect when lower bound calculations were used without dynamic clause heuristics. For example, for 25-variable, 150-clause problems, the mean for nodes searched was 2985 and 2930 for Davis-Putnam with the in-most-shortest-clause heuristic, with and without preordering, respectively. The corresponding means for the backtrack/lower bound variant were 12,064 and 4496.
Data were collected for 50-variable problems using the Davis-Putnam variant with the in-most-shortest clause heuristic and lower bound calculation. For problems with 250 clauses the mean number of backtracks was 90,948, and mean run time was 82.1 sec. For problems with 300 clauses the mean backtracks was 979,342, and mean run time was 927.8 sec. The striking increase in e ort found when this type of algorithm was used with MAX-2SAT problems may, therefore, also occur for problems with larger clauses.
8 Conclusions.
(i) For some types of problems, certain MAX-CSP algorithms are more ecient than exhaustive search algorithms specialized for satis ability. This is the case for the prospective forward checking algorithm, which outperforms DavisPutnam algorithms when the number of constraints is su ciently large in relation to the number of variables.
(ii) Preordering heuristics are e ective with MAX-CSP algorithms as well as Davis-Putnam variants that do not use unit clause heuristics. In the latter case, preordering in combination with lower bound calculations is especially e ective for unstructured problems with higher clause:variable ratios. Unit clause heuristics are best for problems with low ratios, and here the overall e ciency may be impaired by lower bound calculations.
(iii) For all samples of random problems, the range of performance was extensive for each algorithm. Frequency distributions of performance were always skewed to the right (positive coe cient of skewness), with greater skewing for problems with lower clause:variable ratios. This means that, in each population of problems, the majority are relatively easy to solve, but there is also a proportion of harder problems.
(iv) The frequency of interactions between algorithm variants and problem features indicates that some kind of factorial analysis is necessary to properly assess performance. Moreover, since strategies can be bundled in search algorithms, it is important to approach the analysis of these algorithms componentially, to detemine which strategies are e ective for a particular problem domain and whether certain strategies can interact e ectively. The present approach seems to be well-suited for these tasks. 
A.2 Benchmark Problems
Note. Since all the problems were 3-SAT or greater, only limited runs were made with the best versions of Davis-Putnam for k-SAT problems. For the SAT series, the initial upper bound was 1, so the algorithm behaved as a SAT algorithm. ssa0432-003, while relatively easy as a SAT problem, was too large for the present implementation to handle as a MAX-SAT problem. 
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